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… A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

The Crystal River Part 18
We have seen that a LIFE of FAITH proceeds out of a Rhema experience:
SEEING something in the Scriptures that changes our view of life. “Spiritual
Faith” comes by hearing a Rhema, a revealed word to a seeking heart.
We also have SEEN that the enlightenment in the High Priest’s Breastplate
was called URIM, which means Light. Our eyes Light up when we SEE our
Christ potential. The Thummin, in the High Priest’s Breastplate, meant
Perfection. Spiritual perfection begins when we SEE our self in Perfect and
Equal Oneness in Christ, which is by Grace, the Gift of Righteousness.
I want you to SEE your true Spiritual Identity in CHRIST, which is a
quantum view, looking from the inside out. We are endeavoring to visualize
what it would be like to SEE our life from the Creator’s quantum point of
view, which is looking from the inside out. HE not only SEES us from the
inside quantum perspective; HE SEES us AS, and in ONENESS with Christ.
I propose that the Father’s View could be called The SEE, clear as crystal.
I want us to finally SEE that looking at life from beyond or inside our
cellular level, we must use our imagination to appreciate the way our
Father SEES us. Our Father, who is Spirit, is able to SEE us from the
quantum perspective in oneness equality with Christ and Himself, which is
the perfect definition of Grace. When the Apostle John saw US in his Book
of Revelation, he saw US as the United, Resurrected Arnion Lamb. We were
positioned in the LAMB, which was on the Throne, in the dimension of our
Father’s Invisible Quantum Kingdom.
Finally Today, in the Resurrected Christ, we are empowered as a part of the
Aquarius Waterman. We are now privileged to SEE ‘The Truth,’ which has
been hidden for ages and generations. The Apostle John spoke of this
“clear as CRYSTAL” Sea of Glass. WHEN we SEE the sea that he mentions
in The Revelation 4:6 and 20:13, we experience the Urim; our eyes Light up
and we say; “OH, I SEE!”

“Examining The SEE of Humanity”
Where does peace come from? We are looking for the key that makes it “clear as
crystal.” We know from Scripture where it does not come from. Paul said that the letter
(the gramma or grapho, a written letter or doctrine) can actually kill or rob the spirit of
Love and Peace. There have been times in my life when I would fight for my own view; but
that is over, done, finished! I have fallen in LOVE with the Peace of the Mind of Christ.
The difference between God and man: God has not forgotten who He is.
And after the messages to the seven churches were given, “I (John) looked, and, behold, a
door [was] opened in Heaven… And before the throne [there was] a Sea of Glass like
unto crystal….” (The Revelation 4:1, 6).
A Door is an opening; a gate; an entrance or an opportunity. In this instance, the door is the
Christ quality of life. When Jesus said, “I go to prepare a place for you,” the word place
means also ‘an opportunity.’ When He went to the cross, He opened a portal; a Door which
is the entrance to an opportunity to move to a higher level of consciousness. Do you SEE?
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When you have been a river all your life... AN INDIVIDUAL spring, a creek, a lazy just
rolling along river singing: “I’ve got a river of life flowing out from me”; or “I’m a’ all
alone backwoods ‘crick,’ meandering through the back roads of my imaginations”; or a
cascading mountain stream of hidden explosive beauty; or a bubbling fresh water spring
flowing just for the purpose of children at play; or even a big wide thoroughfare for boats and
barges of commerce (still just AN INDIVIDUAL river); and suddenly you find yourself
being poured into the sea of humanity… it takes your breath away as you are lost, dizzy
and dazed, in the undertow of the loss of individuality. And you say, “Where am I, who am I,
what am I doing here?”
“And I saw as it were a Sea of Glass mingled with fire: and them that had gotten the
victory over the beast, and over his image, and over his mark, [and] over the number
of his name, stand on the Sea of Glass, having the harps of God” (The Revelation 15:2).
At the beginning of the Ministry of Jesus, the Promised Messiah, a most
important Law of Spirit Life was introduced in ‘Act 1.’ It was the “Law of
Decreasing in order to Increase.”
Because of the importance of getting the New Covenant off on the right foot,
the one chosen to reenact Israel’s crossing of the River Jordan was John,
known as the Baptizer. The crossing took place at the very same place
Israel had crossed, when led by Joshua and Eleazar. John was appointed
to introduce The Spiritual Law of Life to his ‘church’ of followers. Many have
not recognized his statement as a Kingdom Life Law. The Law was stated
this way; “He must increase, but I [must] decrease.”
Jesus ultimately demonstrated The Law of Kingdom Life. He said; “It is
expedient for you that I go away.” Interpretation: “I must decrease into
invisibility, that my visible ‘Corporate Body’ might increase into spiritual
visibility.” After only ‘42’ months of ministry, Christ chose to hand the baton
to his ‘Corporate Body’ for the purpose of bringing in the Kingdom.
The following is my interpretation of Philippians 2:13… “It is the living presence of the
Holy SEE, who is the quantum consciousness inside you, who works in you both to will
and to do His good pleasure.” His good pleasure is SEEING Himself as US.
To be continued… Shalom! Rudy and Polly, and Dianne
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